Metronome™

Design: figforty

SURFACE SHAPES

All standard Nienkamper veneers and laminates.

EDGE DETAILS

Taper Edge (TE)  Self Edge (SE)  Facet Edge (FE)

BASE FINISHES

Metronome™ Tables are offered in a variety of finish options. Finishes can be matching or mixed to create a unique combination finish.

Finish Options:

A: AL-07 mirror polish  B: AL-07 mirror polish  anodized

Note: Stretcher rails are always silver anodized finish

CONNECTIVITY

Metronome™ Tables have been developed to accommodate a surface mounted or trough mounted connectivity device. Prewired or site wired available.

Interior colors

Power/data AV option

Expandable Cable Conduit. Black, silver or clear.

Linked Cable Conduit. Black, silver or clear.
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Metronome™ is a collection of tables built on a structural system that is sculptural, stable and capable of a broad range of application requirements. From small meeting tables and individual desks to large scale boardroom tables, Metronome™ is a systems driven table collection that easily responds to any working environment.

The name Metronome™ comes from the idea of keeping time and keeping pace with what’s going on in the working environment. Whether it is training or boardroom tables, small meeting tables or stand up tables, or even a partner’s desk, the system shares components at every level allowing not only the creation of these varied applications but also a very high degree of reconfigurability allowing an organization to move and evolve without rendering the furniture obsolete.